
Self-Help stuff that seems to make sense
Adam Grant and Robert I. Sutton are organizational psychologist who seem to be talking sense! 
Apparently the authors are part of a field of studies called Evidence based management – rather than 
basing decisions on ‘best practices’ they want to base decisions on a critical examination of available 
evidence; (now an organization who goes for that would need to stress such principles as critical 
thinking above other principles such as the principle of subordination; I guess that would imply a major
change in culture for many organizations)
Anyway, I don’t know much about management, but  I am writing down what I learned from around 
the net in an effort of learning how to manage myself, I don’t know how good they are with managing 
others, however the perspectives offered in these articles seem to include some practical insights with 
managing your own self.
 
I sometime wonder if one can trust social science studies too much, given the replication crisis and 
other problem; (sometimes the advise of these guys is not quite practical), however it is always 
something to ponder about – a different perspective is certainly refreshing, and the critical examination 
of evidence (which is science) is still the best thing we have. Also reading these articles is much 
cheaper then seeking counsel, I guess that might partially explains the popularity of self help books ;-)

What follows are my notes on the subject:

Productivity isn’t about time management, it’s about attention management 
Adam Grant
source NY Times

• attention management := prioritize the projects that matter, and do them at the optimal moment; 
Don’t analyze how you spend your time – analyze on how you spend your attention! 

• came to this conclusion after two decades of studying productivity
• objectives: setting productivity targets like 1800 words for an essay per hour doesn’t work; 

problem: Lack of motivation at arbitrary time point gets you stuck for good.
◦ Says Binge writing is less productive then sequenced writing in bursts (write 15 minutes, 

then 15 minutes interval)
• Cutting out distractions: sometimes the dark and cold season is best for work – because there 

are less distractions outside!
◦ Manage distractions: watch TV when there is something on (avoids wasting time to watch 

and wait for something interesting); same for social media: allocate time slots for that!
• Sequence does count:

◦ doing boring task right after and interesting one is demotivating – yields bad results. Due to 
contrast effect:  remembering the recent interesting task makes the boring one more boring.

• Creative and boring tasks need different attention management:
◦ productivity is increased if you can shut out unrelated stuff by means of setting the 

‘attention filtering’ to ‘high’
◦ creativity is increased if you set the ‘attention filter’ to ‘low’ (let the thoughts in!)

• Use this insight to ‘manage attention’; Dan Pink says:
◦ ‘morning people’ should do analytical work early in the day (when peak attention); routine 

tasks during lunch; creative work in the afternoon (for doing non-linear thinking)
◦ ‘evening people’ creative work in the morning; routine at lunch; analytical at evening.
◦ (? morning people should do demanding stuff in the morning; evening people vice versa ?)

https://www.cebma.org/faq/evidence-based-management/
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/28/smarter-living/productivity-isnt-about-time-management-its-about-attention-management.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Replication_crisis


◦ Paul Graham: sequence different tasks on different days: ‘makers’ day vs ‘ managers’ day 
(few people have the luxury to do so)

Raising a Moral Child 
by Adam Grant
source NT Times 

• most cultures value caring and compassion over achievement
◦ is it possible to educate for caring or compassion, or are these innate features? (nurture or 

nature?)
▪ says study on twins: by 25-50% its nature.

• praising effort rather than ability  
◦ encourages work ethic and motivation also works for caring and compassion!
◦ “Rewards run the risk of leading children to be kind only when a carrot is offered, whereas 

praise communicates that sharing is intrinsically worthwhile for its own sake. “
• what kind of praise? Praise behavior or praise the character of the child?

◦ Studies: praising the character is better: “Praising their character helped them internalize it 
as part of their identities. “

◦ studies: addressing nouns (please be a helper) is more effective then addressing verbs 
(please be helpful):
▪ true when character is developing (5 -9 year old)

• reacting to bad behavior
◦ if the kid feels shame: devastating for the self. Results in aggression.

▪ “when parents express anger, withdraw their love, or try to assert their power through 
threats of punishment: Children may begin to believe that they are bad people”

◦ if the kid feels guilty: Kid is more inclined to feel remorse and regret/
▪ expressing disappointment most effective; but ideally one should also communicate high

expectations and potential for improvement “You’re a good person, even if you did a 
bad thing, and I know you can do better.”
• objective is to let kids “develop standards for judging their actions, feelings of 

empathy and responsibility for others, and a sense of moral identity” (wow, how 
many concepts!) 

• Thing that has most influence: the parents actions!
◦ Experiment by J. Philippe Rushton: Give kids tokens that they can keep or spend on others; 

if they saw that the teacher is generous then kids were more inclined to copy his behavior; 
Also: if that was done without preaching then it was more effective! (kids observe actions 
more then they listen to preaching!)

“Kids, Will You Please Start Fighting” by Adam Grant [ link ]
• brainstorming rule is ‘without criticism’ - that’s not how creativity works! (this rule leads to 

group-think, also dissenting voices are silenced!)
◦ will to fight uphill battles comes partially from being used to argue!
◦ Brainstorming groups generate more ideas if allowed to criticize one another.

• “the skill to get hot without getting mad — to have a good argument that doesn’t become 
personal — is critical in life. But it’s one that few parents teach to their children. We want to 
give kids a stable home, so we stop siblings from quarreling and we have our own arguments 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/04/opinion/sunday/kids-would-you-please-start-fighting.html?rref=collection%2Fcolumn%2Fadam-grant&action=click&contentCollection=opinion&region=stream&module=stream_unit&version=latest&contentPlacement=4&pgtype=collection
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/12/opinion/sunday/raising-a-moral-child.html?rref=collection%2Fcolumn%2Fadam-grant&action=click&contentCollection=opinion&region=stream&module=stream_unit&version=latest&contentPlacement=7&pgtype=collection


behind closed doors. Yet if kids never get exposed to disagreement, we’ll end up limiting their 
creativity.”
◦ surveys show that creative individuals come from families with lots of conflicts.

• Teach the value of thoughtful disagreement.
◦ We teach them to be polite and hold their tongue; says “It’s a sign of respect to care enough 

about someone’s opinion that you’re willing to challenge it.”
◦ need to teach that no authority has a monopoly on truth

• What is important is the way of arguing: 
◦ argue constructively → that makes your kids feel emotionally save (even five to seven year 

old kids!)
◦ frame it as a debate rather than a conflicts
◦ argue as if you are right but listen as if you are wrong
◦ make the most respectful interpretation of the other person’s perspective
◦ acknowledge the contribution of your critics.

(Me: where would Socrates have been without Xanthippe?)

The last issue is quite important for me: so I will follow the links given at the end of this article when 
possible.

“How to Criticize with Kindness: Philosopher Daniel Dennett on the Four Steps to Arguing 
Intelligently” [ link ]

• “let your aim be to come at truth, not to conquer your opponent. So you never shall be at a loss
in losing the argument, and gaining a new discovery.” Arthur Martin
◦ don’t aim to conquer but to come to the truth! This implies be charitable (that’s a word with 

many meanings!)
◦ how to engage constructively rather than caricature your opponent: (Daniel Dennet/Anatol 

Rapoport)
1. express you opponents position clearly! (ideally so that he thanks you for stating it so 

clearly)
2. first list points of agreement
3. mention what you learned from your target
4. Now you are allowed to criticize of state rebuttal!

It’s Up to You to Start a Good Fight by Robert. I Stutton [ link ]
• what does it mean to “Fight as if I am right and listen as if I am wrong” ?

◦ Arguing is OK and helps with creativity (also people who care do fight over what they 
care): manager must ‘create conditions where people feel save to fight’ must ‘keep the fight 
focused on ideas (not personal attack) and mutual respect!

◦ That’s a hard thing to do! People tend to make attacks personal and will be afraid to speak 
up.

◦ Bob Tayler (manager at ARPANET and Xerox):
▪ No arguing during initial phase (generation of ideas); people must be safe to speak come

up with controversial stuff.
▪ reign in on those who speak too much; encourage those who are silent – aim for wide 

participation
▪ watch for non-verbal clues / coach people who interject negative expressions (?)
▪ learn peoples quirks

https://hbr.org/2010/08/its-up-to-you-to-start-a-good
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/charitable
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/03/28/daniel-dennett-rapoport-rules-criticism/


▪ backstage work after discussions (soothe those who were attacked/coach the attackers to
use a different style of communication)

“The Pursuit of Information Sharing: Expressing Task Conflicts as Debates vs. Disagreements 
Increases Perceived Receptivity to Dissenting Opinions in Groups” by Ming-Hong TSAI and Corinne 
BENDERSKY[ link ]

• group-think is dangerous (example: 9/11,challenger crash); people don’t integrate knowledge 
without dissenting opinions (they nod off)

• group-think:= “people over-weighing shared information and opinion conformity and under-
valuing unique information and dissenting opinions “
◦ fear of dissenting, people don’t want to be excluded from he group, don’t want to undermine

group cohesion.
• Tricks to reduce group-think:

◦ frame discussion as ‘problem solving’, not as passing judgment; frame discussion as debate 
rather than as conflict.
▪ Express conflicts directly but with low intensity (intensity ranging from ‘mildly 

conflicting’ to ‘profoundly conflicting opinion’)  – in this case all parties are more 
inclined to share additional information!

◦ Make people feel save to share dissenting opinion:
▪ better results if all members of the team engage in conflict management process

◦ task-focused conflict (disagreement about content of the task) better for info sharing than 
person-focused ones

• studies the following system:
◦ roles: in debate there are ‘Senders’ of info and ‘Receivers’
◦ stimulus input: the senders debate expression and disagreement expression; 
◦ response: the ‘Receivers’ understanding of ‘Senders’ receptivity to information and the 

‘Receivers’ willingness to share information with the ‘Sender’ (because receiver feels less 
threatened in turn)

◦ The study performs a series of controlled experiments where input parameters are changed 
to observe change in response.

◦ Hypothesis

1. Receiver assesses Sender’s willingness to receive information based on how the sender 
expresses his message

2. Receiver is more willing to share info if he perceives Sender as willing to receive 
info/receptive to dissenting opinion

• lots of interesting stuff on experiment design and how the result is evaluated.

TED talk: The surprising habits of original thinkers by Adam Grant. [ link to youtube ]
• Originals := non conformists, people with new ideas – and who take action and go and move it!
• How to recognize them and be more like them?

◦ Procrastination (avoiding to do stuff one is supposed to do); some people get ideas during 
procrastination!

◦ Did a survey: people who don’t procrastinate (do everything early) → not creative; people 
who procrastinate always → not creative; people in the middle → very creative.

◦ Controlled study: same result (people doing a bit of minesweeper throughout the task)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fxbCHn6gE3U&t=9s
https://ink.library.smu.edu.sg/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=&httpsredir=1&article=3325&context=soss_research


◦ Says: moderate procrastination gives you time to consider diverging idea and think non 
linearly
▪ Like Leonardo doing the Mona Lisa for 16 years; had many diversions during that time 

– that made him study how light works in painting.
◦ In business: you got first movers and ‘improves’ (who come later) (says the later are more 

successive!)
◦ What differentiates creative people?

▪ doubt
• self-doubt – avoid it...
• idea-doubt – energizing!

▪ Failure
• failure by inaction, failure to speak up - 
• failure in execution – don’t fear, accept the possibility of it.; don’t fear to try.

▪ Don’t fear to try – lots of attempts will get you there! (catchphrase: ‘embrace the fear of 
failing to try’ - (complex one))

◦ ‘who is happier’ one group names three things, the other names 30; the one with fewer items
is happier – that’s easy my life must be good 
▪ Explanation: availability heuristic: 

• when something is hard to think of it is assumed to be rare and uncommon;
• is easy to think of → assumed to be important and common

▪ persuasion technique: asks them for 10 reason why this is a bad idea (that’s a hard task 
so they think it’s not that bad at all!)

◦ How to build a culture where people are likely to come up with ideas?
▪ Problem of hiring: what to value first? (ability,skills,culture fit); - says that start-ups that 

value culture fit are less likely to fail (?) However after they go public those who did so 
grow slowest (because it leads to group-think)

▪ this fix for that is ‘think what is missing from our culture?’ (but that defeats the goal of 
maximizing for culture fit ?)

▪ don’t mix up culture fit and me-fit; advises when interviewing to look at the bottom of 
the CV – that’s where unconventional stuff is; also ask ‘how would you improve our 
hiring process’ (??)

Six ways to be and ‘Original’ [ link to youtube ]
• says his goal is to study organizations where speaking up is welcomed! (says Robert I. Sutton 

does that)
◦ has been studying people who are originals: people who stand up/non conformists and 

willing to drive change; 
◦ is studying how we can be effectively original
◦ studies how to build cultures of productive originality

• not enough people who know how to champion original ideas:
◦ idea selection process: How do evaluate a new Idea?

▪ Professionals who originate the idea: rate their own work to high
▪ Manager: compare ideas against past successes – don’t see the new original stuff 

(intuition as pattern recognition)
▪ creative peers: are best at evaluating new ideas!

◦ Trick to teach managers to be more effective at evaluating new ideas – let them brainstorm 
about their own ideas (unrelated to the new suggestions) before they look at new 
suggestions! (changes the mindset).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PHBMFuqJSYw


• Pick the ideas that you go for:
◦ *anxiety: says creative people are anxious about their choices, but go for them anyway.

▪ Fear can create motivation; (fear of failure can motivate for pitching an idea)
▪ that comes with ‘defensive pessimism’ (I am gonna do badly, therefore I have to work 

hard now)
▪ Says making ‘defensive pessimists’ happy will sabotage their effort

◦ what to do when anxiety becomes too strong – and disrupts the effort?
▪ We were ‘evolutionary conditioned’ for anxiety (running away is safer then analyzing a 

potential threat until its too late)
▪ trying to calm down upon anxiety is not effective if you are super anxious. 

Acknowledging that you are excited works better (excitement can be channeled, is a 
high intensity emotion that involves uncertainty;

• convince others that this is a good idea:
◦ says people who pitch their ideas are overconfident that others will jump for it
◦ need to recognize that people ‘get’ new ideas only after having been exposed to it for some 

time! (ten-twenty times?)
◦ Need to make he new unfamiliar idea more familiar – build a bridge between your idea and 

something that worked in the past (like the plot for ‘Lion King’ was sold to management by 
comparing it to Hamlet) This will be more effective if the person addressed has a similar 
experience to the ‘bridged concept’.
▪ Also consider if the audience will ‘get’ the mental bridge (or if the association is not 

obvious to them)
• self promotion – is it the optimal strategy? (didn’t follow here) (says admitting that your idea 

has problems makes you more trustworthy)
29:33

“The Asshole survival guide” by Robert I. Sutton [ link ]

• Assholes := people who leave others feeling oppressed, demeaned, disrespected, or de-
energized. 

• Does it pay to be an asshole? Is it an effective strategy?
◦ Often Steve Jobs is sited as a raw model here; this ignores he changed after being fired from

Apple (was very different during his second term as Apple CEO) – more emphatic, better 
listener, better leader (later in the text he says that Jobs ‘just mellowed a bit’).

• Abusive persons inflict a lot of damage on others
◦ people work less effectively under supervision of an abusive boss (Bosshole!).
◦ Psychological and health damage
◦ You even might turn into an asshole while working for a bosshole!

• Problem assessment:
◦ don’t hurry with assessments, gather data and analyze it
◦ consider if your own biases/background/quirks are shaping your position.
◦ Test questions:

▪ are you being treated like dirt? Feeling pressed/demeaned/disrespected/de-energized?
▪ For how long does the bad feeling persist?

• Events of abuse do effect people for a long time – it keeps hurting long after the 
incident (need to factor this in an assessment)

▪ Is this behavior consistent? Does the manager always behave like this?

https://www.penguin.co.uk/books/304760/the-asshole-survival-guide/9780241980187.html


• Sometimes managers berate their subordinates in an effort to spurn the effort. 
Consider past events/past assessments and behavior by manager. (sometimes that 
improves performance, however permanent abuse drives it down by creating fear, 
mistrust and demotivation)

▪ Is this just an individual misbehaving or is this how things are done at the place 
(systemic problem) ?
• Abusive individuals justify their position as being ‘standard operating procedure’. Is 

that correct?
• Is rude behavior rewarded? Do abusive managers tend to get promoted? Or is 

abusive behavior the personal initiative of that manager?
• Rude behavior among managers is contagious.
•

▪ How many options do you have to confront him? What kind of influence does exist?
• Does the abusive manager have allies or is he acting alone?
• Is it a petty tyrant who has limited (though real) power over a limited domain? Often

these guys feel disrespected due to low prestige; this creates resentment that they 
take out on others

• on the limits of power: one CEO told the author that his power is limited and that he 
fears ‘grinfuckers’ - people who agree but back-stab behind the back or sabotage the 
decisions that they stated their agreement to

▪ Again: assess how much you are suffering?
• You might not need take action if there is only a mild affect and you employ mind 

tricks (like internally focusing on how creative the tormentors are, or looking at it as 
an amusing show)

• How to solve the problem
◦ get out of the organization if the problem is sever and before the problem takes a toll on 

your health
◦ alternative causes of action: ignore the problem/employ mind techniques to minimize 

impact/fight back
◦ getting used to abuse to habituation and deluded justifications (that’s due to ‘sunken cost 

fallacy’ and ‘escalating commitment to a failing course of action’ - tell yourself that you are 
too heavily invested for quitting) Problem: it causes you to ignore psychological damage 
and doesn’t solve the problem.
▪ People follow the following reasoning “its really not that bad”/”its getting better, will 

get better soon”/”have to finish this business, then I will leave”/”staying will get me 
more than leaving”/”its up to me to make things better”/”i am tough enough to take 
it”/”others take it worse, no reason to leave”/”some place else will be the same or 
worse”

◦ Get out strategy
▪ banging on the table and making a show while quitting is just stupid. Don’t do that.
▪ Switching department if possible, less hassle and much more effective! (obviously)  

keeping a physical distance helps!  (switching rooms/times of attendance may be 
enough)

▪ in general it is easier/more productive to just avoid confrontation
• slow the rhythm/slow your reactions: people with “aggressive conduct disorder” get 

a kick out of the suffering of others; if your reactions are slower/not as anticipated 
then they don’t get that kick.

• avoid assholes if possible – just check out your information in advance, if the person
or organization looks like an asshole then don’t deal with them; (again: rudeness is 



contagious) Lots of strategies to avoid the presence of these guys…  (being late, 
leaving early from meetings; avoiding eye contact/general contact/keeping a low 
profile)

• Good bosses act ash shield – they shield their reports from bullshit that comes from 
above, so that they can do their core tasks and get things done.

• Sometimes its part of a job description: at Disney land the cast members lead 
unhappy/abusive customers to cool down rooms or the complaint department – so 
that they will not upset other customers

• sometimes there is a save stage (backstage room/nurses lounge) were workers can 
get a temporary haven from abusive customers. (coffee-shops,bars, smoke breaks all 
have a similar function)

• organizations develop an ‘early warning system’ o warn other peers of managers bad
mood/or incoming bad customer.

▪ Mind tricks to protect your soul/mental re-framing.
• One cadet at West point: part of the show is mistreatment by other peers – so she 

internally started to view at it as a funny and imaginative show! (other examples: My
Father used to translate the proceedings of boring meetings internally – he is a 
translator; me: bugs are not that bad, solving bugs is fun!) That is called refraining, 
and is done in behavioral therapy. (another example: pupils do better at math tests if 
these are presented as quizzes rather than as threatening tests – that caused them to 
view the test as a challenge rather than a threat)

• Behavioral therapy:
◦ take a survey of colleagues: ask them if is also treating them like this? (so that 

one can stop blaming himself and his peers for causing this outrage)
▪ also it allows you to ‘not take it personally’ and prepare yourself better for 

coming insults.
▪ If you are the asshole then this technique can also be used to protect yourself 

(however being one has the danger that it will train others to be just like that 
– it will bite back!)

◦ if manager is always like this: leads to conclusion that it is normal procedure and
nothing to worry about (why fuzz about an asshole doing his normal show?)
▪ downplaying the thread: (behavioral therapy does the same to sick persons – 

tells them to downplay destructive thoughts/not to fixate on them)
▪ focus on positive aspects: like journalists that go through editors rage – it 

will help me to be a better journalist.
▪ Rise above it: ‘when they go low, we go high’
▪ focus on the funny side of the show “Framing the cruelty or insensitivity that 

they aim at you as funny, absurd, or ridiculous can dampen the damage” 
▪ sympathy for the devil – forgiveness can let you go of the hurt!
▪ ‘this will pass’ or ‘in some future all this will look like a minor thing’ - helps 

to reduce stress/anger/sadness.
◦ encourage detachment: 

▪ view yourself as observer and predict what comes next (can be a source of 
joy if you guess right!) / try to understand the other side or focus on the good
aspects of his nature.

▪ “i don’t give a damn” - has a high cost: you work less effectively when you 
don’t care!!! Because it has his dangers he is advocating for stages on this 
one:
• tune out during downtime



• detach when things are worst
• tune out as much as you need.

• Fight back! (might be too risky). Consider what power you do have:
•

◦ problem: people are not realistic in the assessment of their own power (usually 
overconfident)

◦ resources:

▪ document everything: take notes; keep emails.

▪ Seek allies – together you have a better chance

◦ be calm, rational and candid

▪ can appeal to declared ‘core values’ as an argument against tormentors.

▪ Successful confrontation: Clementine Churchill wrote to Winston in 1940: “ I
have noticed a deterioration in your manner; & you are not so kind as you 
used to be...With this terrific power you must combine urbanity, kindness and
if possible Olympic calm...Besides you won’t get the best results by 
irascibility & rudeness. They will breed either dislike or a slave mentality.”

• has a chance if appears justified & constructive!

• Being rude is often counterproductive. However he says that 
‘Machiavellian’ type personalities back off when they face active 
resistance.

◦ Sometimes a bit of flattery is enough (given that you see  the ‘sweet spot’ of the 
man and ‘stroke his ego’) (and  then become the dragon once you slay the 
dragon) Or ‘love bombing’: respond with kindness and understanding to petty 
nastiness – it can convert them to your side!

◦ Then it turns a bit nasty: ‘revenge against assholes’ ‘hr policies so that you can 
label and drive the out. My impression near the end of this text: just be careful 
not to turn into a dragon while fighting them. 

• Rules for not turning into an asshole (be the solution! In HR speak)

◦ avoid getting into a hole of assholes, and try to get out a fast as possible.

◦ Protect others, not just yourself / try to be helpful to others.

◦ don’t be quick to label them – try to turn them into friends

◦ are you yourself an asshole? People tend to be overconfident and bad at 
assessing their own impact! Sometimes we need constructive criticism of others. 
Things to watch out for:

▪ in the presence of assholes? You might turn into one.

▪ Power over others (a little bit of power is dangerous – as you may resent the 
relative lack of power…)

▪ feel threatened by your underlings?

▪ You are a cold person / or stick to regulations

▪ don’t get enough sleep

▪ are you mostly cynical about things?



▪ Overloaded? Stressed? Do you take it out on others?

◦ Are you cleaning up the mess for assholes? (that makes it easier for them – he 
calls that a ‘toxic enabler’)

◦ apologize for misdeeds!

◦ Try to view yourself from the outside (like watching at the current situation from
another time or another place)
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